
blade is operating. The high speed in which blades grain. Grain results in an uneven cut, a streaked
rotate also can be dangerous if objects such as rocks appearance, and a poor quality putting surface on
or tree limbs are encountered. Rotary mowers are golf greens. The ball tends to follow the grain and
also not usually designed to follow the surface con- when different grain is encountered, the ball reacts
tour as exact as a reel mower. Therefore, at close by bouncing and having its path slightly altered.
mowing heights, the rotary mower is more likely to Mowing continually in the same direction has the
scalp turf as it travels across small mounds or additional detriment of scalping the same high
ridges that often compose the turf surface. All of spots and increasing compaction and rutting by
these characteristics combine to severely limit their mower wheels. Turning the mower at the same lo-
use on high maintenance turf such as golf courses cation and in the same direction also encourages
and athletic fields. severe wear and soil compaction.

Flail mowers are another impact-type cutting Grain is easily prevented by varying the pattern
unit in which a number of small blades (knives) are of successive mowings. This encourages upright
attached to a horizontal shaft. As the shaft rotates, growth of the shoots which minimizes the amount
the knives are held out by centrifugal force. Cut of leaf surface the rolling golf ball encounters, thus,
debris from flail mowers is recut until it is small increases the putting speed and accuracy of the
enough to escape the close clearance between the green. Golf greens mowing patterns or directions
knives and mower housing. Advantages of flail should be changed daily and clean-up lap reversed
mowers include their ability to cut tall grass into or skipped on a routine basis. Often a rotating clock
finely ground mulch and the ability of each blade to pattern is followed for mowing directions and is
recoil without damage to the mower or creating a changed daily. Similarly, fairways should be
dangerous projectile if it strikes a hard object such mowed side to side and diagonally as well as longi-
as a rock. Disadvantages include the flail mower's tudinally to minimize wear, compaction and grain
inability to provide a close, quality turf surface as development.
does a reel mower and the difficulty in sharpening
the small, numerous knives. Flail mowers are most Grass clippings
often used on low maintenance utility turf that is Clippings are a source of nutrients and often
mowed infrequently and does not have a high aes- compose 3 to 5% nitrogen on a dry weight basis and
thetic requirement such as roughs or out-of-play also contain significant amounts of phosphorus and
areas. potassium. If clippings are removed, this necessi-

Mowing pattern states the application of additional fertilizer to com-
pensate for those nutrients in the clippings. Re-

Mowing pattern imposed by operators can influ- moving clippings also poses an environmental prob-
ence aesthetic as well as functional characteristics lem to many superintendents since most municipal
of a turf surface. Aesthetic qualities are influenced landfills no longer accept them, or if so, an addi-
due to differing light reflections that occur in re- tional fee is assessed. Emptying the catcher or rak-
sponse to mowing direction. This often results in ing the clippings also requires additional time and
alternating light- and dark-green strips in response labor. Under normal conditions, clippings should
to alternating mowing directions and are generally be allowed to fall back to the turf. Only when clip-
more pronounced when walk-behind reel mowers pings are so heavy they smother the grass or inter-
are used compared to the newer triplex-riding mow- fere with the playing surface, such as golf greens,
ers. Double-cutting at right angles produces a should they be removed.
checkerboard pattern on a green while alternating
mower direction every five yards on a football field By following the one-third rule on mowing fre-
gives the appearance of light- and dark-green strips quency, heavy amounts of clippings are not depos-
as if two different grasses or nitrogen fertility levels ited at one time and soil organisms that naturally
were being imposed. breakdown cellulose in grass clippings have enough

time to decompose them before accumulating.
Identical long-term mowing directions should not However, if excessive growth occurs such as follow-

be used even though this may produce the alternat- ing heavy nitrogen fertilization or that caused by
ing color differences. Mowing turf repeatedly the excessive scalping, natural decomposition may not
same direction results in grass leaning or growing be able to keep up with the amount Qf clipping de-
in the direction in which it is cut. This horizontal posited. A thatch problem may develop under these
orientation of grass foliage in one direction is called conditions.
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